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WEAKLY AMENABLE GROUPS AND AMALGAMATED PRODUCTS

MAREK BOZEJKO AND MASSIMO A. PICARDELLO

(Communicated by Jonathan M. Rosenberg)

Abstract. Denote by B2(G) the Herz-Schur multiplier algebra of a locally

compact group G and by B2x(G) the closure of the Fourier algebra in the

topology of pointwise convergence boundedly in the norm of B2(G). G is

said to be weakly amenable if B2X(G) = B2(G). We show that every amal-

gamated product of a countable collection of locally compact amenable groups

over a compact open subgroup is weakly amenable. This improves and extends

previous results that hold for amalgams of compact groups.

1. Introduction

Let G be a locally compact group, A(G) its Fourier algebra and B(G) its

Fourier-Stieltjes algebra. Denote by Bx(G) the closure of A(G) in the topol-

ogy of uniform convergence on compact sets, boundedly in norm. Then G is

amenable if and only if B^(G) = B(G). Moreover, if G is amenable, then

B(G)=JtA{G) (the algebra of multipliers of A(G)).
Recent papers on amenability have devoted a significant amount of attention

to the Herz-Schur multiplier algebra B2(G) [He]. It was noted in [BF] that

B2(G) coincides with the algebra Jf0A(G) of completely bounded multipliers

of A(G), introduced in [dCH], where many of its interesting properties were

investigated. Amenability can be characterized in terms of B2(G) as follows. G
is amenable if and only if B(G) = B2(G) ([Lo]; for discrete groups, [Bo]). Ac-

tually, for the purpose of studying amenability, the multiplier algebra B2(G) is

better suited than J?A , because it has nicer functorial properties. For instance,

the Herz-Schur multiplier constant AG (i.e., the infimum of the norms of all

approximate identities in B2(G)) is a von Neumann algebra invariant ([Ha2];

see [CoH] for a deep study of this invariant on simple Lie groups of real rank 1),

whereas a similar statement does not hold for J(A . Above all, B2(G) is nicer

in taking products. In fact, B2(GX)®B2(G2) c B2(GX x G2) [dCH], but the same

statement does not hold for JfA . This paper makes use of B2(G) to study a

property related to amalgamation for another type of products: free products

with amalgamation. This property, studied in §2, can be naturally phrased in
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terms of the Herz-Schur algebra as follows. Denote by B2%x(G) the closure of

A(G) in the topology of uniform convergence on compact sets, boundedly in

the F2-norm.  G is called weakly amenable if and only if B2x(G) = B2(G).
We focus attention on amalgamated products G = *AGj, where the (7,'s are

locally compact amenable groups and A is a compact open subgroup in each

G{. It was shown in [Pi], under the assumption that the indices [C7, : A] are

bounded, that there exist (unbounded) approximate identities in A(G) that are

bounded in the norm of J?A(G). Here we show more (Theorem 4.2). There

exist approximate identities bounded in B2(G). That is, G is weakly amenable.

Moreover, we drop the assumption that [C7, : A] be bounded, which is very

restrictive, because it forces all the G,'s to be compact. The approach of [Pi]

(see also [FP1]) is based upon Haagerup's estimates for convolution operators

[Hal] and the fact that the exponential function g -» rllg|1 is positive definite

(here ||g|| is the length function on G and 0 < r < 1). These estimates

are related to the geometry of trees, more precisely, to the uniqueness of the

representation of elements of G as words in the G, 's ([Se]; see Theorem 3.1

below). In the environment of trees, the desired estimates reduce to Haagerup's

bound for the multiplier norm of the characteristic function Xn of words of

length n [Hal]. Our proof is based upon similar bounds for Xn (in the B2-

norm). The desired bounds are first obtained on trees (§2), and then carried

through to amalgams, by making use of Chiswell's length function (§3). We

emphasize the fact that all our arguments are base solely upon the geometry

of trees and groups. To our knowledge, all previous papers concerning Herz-

Schur multipliers and weakly amenable groups made use of a more abstract

tool (although interesting per se), namely, uniformly bounded representations

on Hilbert spaces. In particular, results partially overlapping ours were proved

by this token in [Sz].
Unexplained terminology and notation are as in [Di, FP1, Pi, Se].

2. Weakly amenable groups and Herz-Schur multipliers on trees

Let X be an arbitrary set, and denote by V2(X) be the set of Schur multipliers

onI:a function a: X x X ^> C belongs to V2(X) if there exist maps a and

P from X to a Hilbert space ^ such that

(1) sup||a(x)|| = Ci < oc , sup||/?(x)|| — C2 < oo,
X X

(2) a(x, y) = (a(x), P(y))       forx,yeX.

The algebra V2(X) is equipped with the following norm. For a e V2(X),

||a||r2 = inf{C,C2 : (1) and (2) hold}.

For the moment, let G be a locally compact group. Let A(G) = L2 * L2(G)

be the Fourier algebra of G and B(G) the Fourier-Stieltjes algebra, that is,

the space of coefficients of unitary representations of G. Denote by B2(G)

the Herz-Schur multiplier algebra, defined as follows. A continuous function
/ G B2(G) if the invariant kernel f(y~lx) belongs to V2(G). The algebra

B2(G) is equipped with the norm || \\b2 induced from V2(G). Observe that

B(G) c B2(G) and || ||b2 < || \\B . Denote by AC(G) the subspace of A(G) of

compactly supported function, and by BX(G) the closure of the space of coeffi-

cients of the left regular representation in the topology on uniform convergence
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on compact sets boundedly in the norm of B(G). Recall that G is amenable

if BX(G) = B(G), or equivalently, 1 e BA(G). That is, if for some C > 0
there exists a net Vj e AC(G) such that ||v,|U<g) < C and w, —> 1 uniformly
on compact sets.

Definition. A function f on G belongs to B2<X(G) if there exists a net / e

AC(G) such that / —> / uniformly on compact sets and ||/||g2 < C for some

C>0.
A locally compact G is weakly amenable if B2ti(G) = B2(G) or equivalently,

1 e B2^x(G), i.e., there exists a net m, e AC(G) such that ||w,||b2 < C and
Ut —» 1 uniformly on compact sets. Let AG be the infimum of all such constants

C for all nets as above.

We now focus attention on the multiplier space V2(X) in the case where X

is a tree. Let co be an end (i.e., an infinite ray originating at some reference

vertex o of X). Let d(x, y) be the natural distance on X. For n e N, let

En = {(x, y) e XxX : d(x, y) = n}, and denote by Xn = Xe„ the characteristic

function of En c X x X.

For x e X, there exists a unique geodesic ray y starting at x that coincides

with co except for a finite number of vertices [Ca]. It is called the geodesic

from x to co. The derivation Tw along co is defined by T(x) = Tw(x) = x+ ,

where x+ e y and d(x, x+) = 1. In the context of Herz-Schur multipliers, it

is appropriate to regard Tw as a mapping from X to i2(X):  Tw(x) = 8X+.

For the sake of brevity, in the remainder of this section we write the t2(X)

inner product (8X, 8y) as (x, y).

Proposition 2.1.  Xn € F2(X) and \\Xn\\v2 < 2«, for every n e N.

Proof. Observe that, for any two distinct vertices x, y, either they lie in the

same geodesic towards co, or they lie in two different geodesies that merge

after finitely many steps. It follows easily that the functions cp2n = xo + Xi +

■■■ + Xin and cp2n+x = X\ + Xi + • ■ • + X2n+\ satisfy the identity <p„(x, y) =

El=o(Tn~k(x)>Tk(y)) for every n e N. Clearly, ||(9„||f2W <n + \. But

Xn = fn~ 9n-2 ■ Therefore ll^nll^w <2n . (A different, but similar, proof was
given in [PS].)   D

3. Free products with amalgamation and their length functions

We now turn our attention to amalgams. Let / be a (not necessarily finite)

index set. We recall the definition of the amalgamated product G = *A C7, of

a family of groups (G,),e/ over a group A that embeds into each (7, via an

injective homomorphism Xj (see, for instance, [Se]). Let G be a group and

p,: Gi —► G, i e I, a family of homomorphisms such that p, o A, = pj o Xj for

all i, j e I. Then G = *AGi if, for every group H and for every family of

homomorphisms r,■: G,: —► H, i e I, with the property that t, o A, = T/ o Xj for

all i, j e I, there exists a homomorphism p: G —> H such that p°Pi — t, for

all i. In other words, G - *AGj if the following diagram commutes for every

i,jel:
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A

*/       V
t/ r;

Gi-+H+—Gj

pi\  \ p   )/<>>
G

Observe that, in the particular case where A is trivial, G — *G, is the/w

product of the G,'s.
If C7i, G2 are topological groups, then their topological free product with

amalgamation, with respect to a common closed subgroup A, is defined by

replacing all the homomorphisms in the definition of amalgamated product by

continuous homomorphisms [Grl]. Many interesting properties of topological

amalgamated products can be found in [Gr2]; see also [A12].

It was shown in [A12] that if the topological amalgamated product G — Gx *A

G2 is locally compact, then A, Gx , and G2 are open in G. Conversely, if A

is an open subgroup of the locally compact groups Gx, G2, then the amalgam

G = Gx *A G2 admits a locally compact topology inherited in which A, Gx ,

and G2 are open (see, for instance, [All] and references therein).

In the sequel, when referring to free products with amalgamation, we shall

always mean topological free products with amalgamation. Of course, this re-

mark is unnecessary when dealing with amalgams of discrete groups (for in-

stance, with free groups), but it is important in the next example. There are

many interesting examples of amalgams besides free groups. See, for instance,

[Se]. We limit attention to the only explicit example that will be relevant later.

Example. Let k be a field with a discrete valuation v (for example, k = Qp ,

the p-adic field), and let Ok = {x e k : v(x) > 0} be its ring of integers.

Denote by 3°k = {x e k : v(x) > 0} the unique maximal ideal in O^ . Set

T = SL2(<L\) and A = {(acbd) e T : c e 9°k}. Then [Ih] SL2(rc) = T*AT (see

also [Se]).

It is well known that amalgams are deeply connected with trees. Indeed, the

elements of *AGj can be represented as words in the G,'s. More precisely, for

every i e I, let Sj be a complete collection of right coset representatives of

A\Gj, with e e Si. That is, the map (a, s) —> as is a bijection between A x Sj

and G, such that the image of A x (S,\{e}) is Gj\A. The reduced words are

the finite sequences w - (a, sx, ... , sn) with a e A , sk e Sjk , sk / e Vk ,

Jk ¥" ik+\ V/c. The bijection between elements g e G — *AGj and reduced

words w = (a, sx, ... , s„) is given by g = }(a)jh(sx)---;',„(sn).

Moreover, if G = Gi *A G2, there exists a tree X (and only one, up to

isomorphism) on which G acts with an inversion. The action is isometric,

and the fundamental domains are the segments, that is, the pairs of neighbors

P\ ,p2, together with the edge t - [px, p2]. G, is the stabilizer of p, in G

(j = 1,2), and A is the stabilizer of x. (For proofs, see [Se].)

The integer n in the expression of the reduced word associated with g is

called the length of g and is denoted by ||g||. Note that ||g|| = 0 if and only

if g e A , and \\g\\ = 1 if and only if g e Gl \ A . It is easy to exhibit a tree X
on which G = Gx *A G2 acts.
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Indeed,

vert(X) = (G/Gx) U (G/G2)    (disjoint union),

edge(Ar) = G/A (nonoriented edges),

and the cosets gGi and gG2 are connected by the edge gA . In this realization,

the segment consisting of the vertices Gi, G2 , and the edge A is a fundamental

domain for the natural action of G (by translation). It is not difficult to verify

that X is a tree and that the length function \\g\\ is related to the distance on X

by 2||£|| = d(gGx, Gx) + d(gG2, G2)+XA(g)-l, where Xa is the characteristic

function of A.
If G is an amalgamated product of more than two factors, however, this

construction yields a graph T that is not a tree. For instance, if G = *AGi with

i = I, ... , n , then T contains subgraphs isomorphic to the complete graph on

n vertices (all the G,'s form pairwise contiguous vertices, connected by copies

of the edge A). Therefore, in general, we make use of another tree T on which

the amalgam G = *AGj acts isometrically. This tree can be thought of as the

barycentric subdivision of X. Its construction is due to I. M. Chiswell [Ch] (see

also [Se]). The same realization of the tree of an amalgamated product has been

considered in [PW] to obtain a local limit theorem on amalgams and in [FP2]

to prove irreducibility of certain spherical representations upon restriction to a

lattice.
The vertices of F are all the cosets gG, and gA , where g e G and i e I.

The vertex A is regarded as the central vertex or root. The (unoriented) edges

are the pairs [gA, gGi], g e G, i e I. Denote by /G the length function of

G corresponding to the rooted tree (F, A). Namely, for g e G, l0(g) is the

distance between A and gA in T.

Lemma 3.1 [Ch]. The natural length || || on G as a free product with amalga-

mation is related to Chiswell's length function l0 by

Ug) = 2\\g\\.

Now we put together these preliminaries with the contents of § 1. The first

part of the next proposition follows also from Theorem 1 of [Pi] (see also [Bo2]).

Proposition 3.2. Let G = *AGj. Then

(i) for each t>0, pt(g) = e~'^gW is positive definite on G;

(ii) if Xn denotes the characteristic function of En = {g e G; \\g\\ = n},

then Xn € B2(G) and \\Xn\\B2 < 4n, for every n e N.

Proof. Since the action of G on the tree F is isometric, Lemma 3.1 yields, for

g,heG

2\\g-lh\\ = dist(hA,gA).

But the distance d( , ) is a negative kernel of F, as shown in [Hal]. (More

precisely, the latter reference deals with free groups, but the argument depends

only on the geometric of their Cayley graphs, which are trees even homogeneity

degree. The same argument holds also for trees with odd homogeneity.) Now (i)

follows from Schoenberg's theorem [dHV, Chapter 4, Theorem 12]. Proposition

2.1 yields part (ii).   □
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4. Weak amenability of topological free groups with amalgamation

In this final section, we prove that the amalgamated product of a family

of amenable groups G, over a common compact open subgroup A is weakly

amenable, with Herz-Schur constant AG = 1 . This extends a result proved in

[Pi] under the assumption that the indices [G, : A] are bounded. As we have

seen in the previous section, the typical example to which our theorem applies

is SL2(QP) (see also [Sz]).
It was observed in [FP1, Corollary VIII. 1.6] that free groups have approxi-

mate identities bounded in the norm of multipliers of the Fourier algebra, and

that the infimum of these bounds is 1. In particular, this yields the same result

for the group SL2(Z), which contains a finite-index free subgroup (of course,

this also follows from [Pi], because SL2(Z) is an amalgam over a finite subgroup,

or from [dCH, EW]). It has been proved in [CoH] that lattices in semisimple

Lie groups of rank one are weakly amenable, although AG > 1, in general. But

semisimple Lie groups of rank larger than one are not weakly amenable [Ha2].

As a consequence [CoH], lattices therein provide examples of discrete groups

that are not weakly amenable.

We need a preliminary lemma, whose elementary proof is left to the reader.

Lemma 4.1. Let A be a compact subgroup in a locally compact group G, and let

u be a positive definite function on G such that u(e) = 1 and JA u(a)da ^ 0.

Let u(x) - (n(a)£, £) and c = \\fA7t(a)£da\\. Then the function v on G,

defined by

v(x) = c~2 /   / u(h~xxg)dhdg ,
J A J A

is also positive definite, satisfies v(e) = 1, and is left and right invariant
under A.

Theorem 4.2. Let {G,, i e 1} be a family of amenable locally compact groups,

and let A be an open compact subgroup of G, for each i e I. Then G = *A G,

is a weakly amenable group, with Herz-Schur multiplier constant Aq = 1.

Proof. As the groups G, are amenable and A is a compact subgroup, Lemma

4.1 shows that there exists a net of positive definite function (cp'j)jej with com-

pact support on G, such that cp'j(a) =1 for a e A ; <p'j(ax) = cp'j(xa) = tp'j(x)

for x e Gi, a e A, i e I, j e J; and tp'j —> 1 uniformly on compact sets

in G,. Note that |pj(x)| < 1 for every x € Gi, as cp': is positive definite,

and therefore \\<p'j\\b2 < \\<Pj\\b = 1 ■ Now, as in [Pi], we form the amalga-

mated free product function on G defined by g>j — *,6/ cp':. By Theorem 1

of [Pi], cpj is also positive definite on G = *AGj. Moreover, cpj converges

to 1 uniformly on compact subsets of G, but of course it is not compactly
supported. We need to approximate cpj with compactly supported functions,

uniformly on compact sets and boundedly in the norm of B2(G). However,

the index set / may not be finite and the groups G, are not necessarily com-
pact. The former obstacle is easy to overcome. Consider the net of all finite

subsets Ia of /, and form tp" = *jejatp'j on Ga — *,e/n G,. Regard {cp"}

as a net of functions in G. Then this net converges to 1 uniformly on com-

pact sets. However, contrary to [Pi], we still need to truncate cp", because the

G, 's are not compact. On the other hand, truncating cp0-   forces its F2-norm
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to blow up. Therefore we need to mollify the truncations with a smoothly de-

caying multiplier. This multiplier is constructed as follows. For 0 < r < 1, let

fr,n(g) = V(g) ELoXkig) = rM Y,LoXk(g), where, as in Proposition 2.2(h),
Xk is the characteristic function of the words of length k in G. Observe that

fr,n(g) = rlWI - £*>„ rkXk(g) ■ Since ||/,|U2 < 4/c by Proposition 2.2(h), for

all e > 0 and 0 < r < 1 there exists n = n(r) such that || £*>„ rkXk{g)\\B2 < e •

Now choose e = e(r) —> 0 as r —> 1 . Then there exists n = n(r) such that

ll/r,n(r>l|fl2 < 1 + e(r) ■ Now the function <y,?r = <Pjfr,n(r) has compact support

and ||w/,r||fl2 < 1 + e(r), with e(r) -* 0 as r -» 1. Thus, when r -* 1 and

j —► oo, C0jtr —» 1 uniformly on compact sets in G, boundedly in the F2-

norm. Therefore G is weakly amenable. Moreover, Ag = 1, as e(r) —> 0 for

r-> 1.   D

It is a consequence of the results of [Pi] that SL2(QP) has approximate iden-

tities bounded in Jf(A). The previous theorem improves this result (see also

[Sz]):

Corollary 4.3.  SL2(QP) is weakly amenable.

Proof. It is enough to recall the example of §3, namely,

SL(2,Qp) = SL(2,Zp)*r;,SL(2,Zp),

where Zp is the ring of p-adic integers, which is compact, and

Yp = {{Uc   J)eSL(2,Z,):c = 0(modp)}

is an open compact subgroup of SL(2, Zp).   □

As in [Pi], Theorem 4.2 yields a result about convolution operators on LP(G)

and its dual space. The proof is the same as in [Pi].

Corollary 4.4. // G is as in Theorem 4.1, then CVP(G) = AP(G)* for 1 < p <
oo.    □
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